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Dedicated to the Lubavitcher Rebbe
Whose teachings and example are a
never-ending source of life for all mankind.
May we continue in his paths, and complete
the mission with which he has charged us:
To make the world conscious of the imminent
Redemption and to prepare an environment
where this ideal can be realized.
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Foreword
With joy and gratitude to Hashem, we are pleased to present the
Kovetz “Heoros Hatmimim V’anash”, issue 1 (154), a scholarly journal
with original insights in all areas of Torah, Nigleh and Chassidus,
Halacha and the Rebbe’s Torah, compiled by the Shluchim to Yeshivah
Gedolah, Melbourne.
The Kovetz is being printed in conjunction with Yud Tes Kislev, The
119th anniversary of the Alter Rebbe’s miraculous release from prison.
The day regarding which, the Rebbe Rashab wrote “On this day, our
souls were redeemed, and energy and light implanted within us. This
day is the Rosh Hashona for Chassidus, bequeathed to us by our holy
Rebbe’im, beginning with the Baal Shem Tov. On this holy day, it is
incumbent upon us, to arouse within the depths of our hearts, a pure
and internal yearning to experience the shine and inspiration of the
essence of Torah.” (Free translation)
It is well known, that the Rebbe instructed Yeshivos and Anash
across the globe, to periodically publish a Kovetz of Torah insights.
With the object of strengthening and enforcing, the study of Torah
amongst Anash and Tmimim. This notion is especially pertinent to the
Yeshiva Gedola and Anash of Melbourne Australia, as per the Rebbe’s
instruction to the Shluchim time and again “Conquer Australia through
the study of Torah”.
May it be the will of Hashem, that our Torah and Mitzvos complete
the Avodah of Dirah Betachtoinim, and may we celebrate this Yud Tes
Kislev together with our Rebbe and all the Rebbe’im with the arrival of
Moshiach immediately.

The Editors
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DVAR MALCHUS
A Sicha based on Likkutei Sichos, Vol. I, pp. 73-75 about Yud Tes Kislev.

During the Alter Rebbe's imprisonment, he was questioned by a
government minister who was exceedingly well versed in Tanach and
very knowledgeable about Jewish matters in general. The minister
posed the following question to the Alter Rebbe:
"The verse states that G-d called to man (ha'adam) and said to him,
'Where are you?' Didn't G-d know," asked the minister of the Alter
Rebbe, "where Adam was?"
The Alter Rebbe answered him in accordance with Rashi's
explanation that G-d asked Adam the question "Where are you?" in
order to gently begin conversing with Adam, so that Adam would not
become startled and disconcerted by G-d's sudden appearance to him.
The minister indicated that he was aware of that answer, but he
wanted to hear the Alter Rebbe's explanation.
After ascertaining that the minister believed in the eternality of the
Torah and its directives, the Alter Rebbe replied: "When a person is, for
example, so and so many years old (mentioning the exact age of his
questioner), G-d asks him: Where are you? Are you aware of why you
were created on this earth? Are you aware of what you are expected to
do and how much you actually have done?"
The Previous Rebbe related that the Alter Rebbe's response saved
the Alter Rebbe from kalos hanefesh, the soul's ecstatic and blissful
expiration and flight from the body. This was because the Alter Rebbe
was in a state of great joy and ecstasy for having merited to be
imprisoned and to suffer martyrdom for propagating the teachings of
the Baal Shem Tov, and his own master, the Maggid of Mezritch.
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But when he considered that G-d asks each of us, "Where are you?'
Have you accomplished your mission - as a soul within a body - for
which you were placed on earth?" this kept the Alter Rebbe from kalos
hanefesh. For it impressed upon him that he must remain in this world
and complete the purpose for which his soul had descended here
below.
There is a lesson in this for us all:
We must all know that the question "Where are you?" is constantly
asked of each and every one of us from above. Moreover, this question
and call empowers each of us to perform our own particular form of
spiritual service and to attain the destiny for which we were created.
Moreover, it empowers us to do this with a true feeling of joy and
gladness.
However, the following remains to be understood: While it is true
that the above query saved the Alter Rebbe from kalos hanefesh, what
is the relationship between the providential question asked by the
minister and the Alter Rebbe's actual incarceration?
The Alter Rebbe's arrest was caused by a charge and an incitement both below as well as on high - against the disclosure of the mysteries
of the Torah, the teachings of Chassidus. For the Alter Rebbe revealed
and disseminated the mysteries of the Torah to all Jews in a clear and
extremely rational manner, something that had never been
accomplished before in the annals of Jewish history.
Unlike his predecessors, the Alter Rebbe brought the arcane
doctrines of Jewish mysticism into the realm of the intellect and
rational faculties (thus the name Chabad, an acronym for the three
intellectual powers of Chochmah, Binah and Daas).
As this had a profound impact not only on the Jewish people's
rational understanding of G-dly matters but on their entire beings as
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well, this incited an accusation by the adversary on high. This was also
reflected in the denunciation and subsequent arrest here below.
So, too, with regard to the Alter Rebbe's vindication and release. The
Alter Rebbe's liberation and redemption signalled "permission" indeed, a capacity and obligation -from on high to disclose the hitherto
concealed elements of the Torah, and moreover, to bring them into the
realm of human comprehension through the faculties of Chabad. This
was, in turn, reflected here below in the physical liberation of the Alter
Rebbe from prison and of the teachings of Chassidus.
Thus it was that subsequent to his liberation, the Alter Rebbe began
to reveal the teachings of Chassidus in an even more rational and
comprehensive manner.
But how can these most sublime and esoteric teachings be grasped
rationally and brought into the realm of finite human comprehension?
It would seem that the effect of these lofty doctrines would produce an
ecstatic kalos hanefesh, as opposed to calm and cool rational cognition?
However, the Alter Rebbe, even in his state of kalos hanefesh,
sensed the call of "Where are you?" That is to say, that man is
constantly asked from on high whether he has accomplished the
purpose of creation, namely, to transform this lowly, material world
into a fitting abode for G-d's manifest presence.
It is the demand of "Where are you?" itself that confers the capacity
for the lowly, material beings to become an abode for the Divine
Essence, even as they exist within this corporeal world.
The demand of "Where are you?" enables the disclosure of even the
most profound aspects of Torah and the most exalted feeling of
spirituality here in this world, rather than the aspect of kalos hanefesh,
thereby transforming the world itself into a Divine abode.
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NIGLEH
The obligation of Hakoras Hatov: An
analysis according to Halacha, Hashkafa
and Chassidus
Rabbi Yisroel Boruch Lebenholc*
Kollel Menachem Lubavitch
Talmid of Yeshivah Gedolah 5764-5
The importance of Hakoras Hatov, and examples that seem to indicate that
we are only obligated to express thanks for something extra; An example
that further defines what is considered entitled; Veyesh Lachkor, Let’s delve
a little deeper: The difference between “Chayav” and “Tzorich”; Within
Brochos of Gratitude: there is a difference between Birkas Hashevach and
Birkas Hoda’ah; Examples that show that we must thank Hashem even for
things that are “necessary” and an explanation based on Chassidus

(1) The importance of Hakoras Hatov, and examples that seem
to indicate that we are only obligated to express thanks for
something extra:
The importance of being Makir Tov – showing appreciation to those
* This Ha’orah is dedicated to my family, for Kol Tuv begashmiyus
u’veruchniyus bechol ho’inyonim betov hanireh vehanigle. Special thanks to
Rabbis Johnson, Sabbah, Stern and Barber and the Chevrei Hakollel for all their
help, and to the Chavrei Hamareches (both past and present): Eliyahu Schulman,
Mendy Thaler, Chaim Feigelstock, and Shmuly Kesselman for their great editorial
assistance with my He’oros. May Hashem bless all of them with Kol Tuv
begashmiyus u’veruchniyus, and Hatzlacha Rabbah on their Shlichus to strengthen
Torah and Yiddishkeit in Australia.
For any feedback; corrections and additions: please contact the author at
rabbiyblebenholc@gmail.com.
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who have acted kindly towards us is well known.1
However, the question becomes as follows: when are we actually
obligated to show gratitude, and when is showing gratitude solely a
great virtue, but not an actual obligation?2
Let us examine an example of gratitude mentioned in the Torah.

1

There are many Sichos about this. To quote some of them:
a) “First and foremost, it’s known regarding Yidden that the Inyan (concept) of
Makir Tov is an Ikar Godol (Cardinal Principal).” (Sichos Kodesh 5737, 11 Nissan, Ois
1).
b) “One of the main principles that Torah is built on, is that when we receive a
favour, we must show gratitude.”
(Sichos Kodesh 5738, 11 Nissan, Ois 5).
c) “Torah is mechabev/cherishes Hakoras Hatov, and says with a Toikef
(strength) that we must show gratitude!”
(Sichos Kodesh 5739, 14 Kislev, Ois 16).
d) “It is simply understood that when one does good to another, the other person
must recognize it, in a complete manner. His feelings of gratitude should fully
permeate him, to the extent that he is very expressive (in his gratitude),
appropriate to the good that was done to him.” (Sichos Kodesh 5741, 11 Nissan, Ois
25).
e) “When a Yid receives good from Hashem, he must offer thanks and sing
verbally, (and not just in his heart). This should be to the extent of “Kol Atzmosay
Tomarna (His entire being expresses it)!” (Toras Menachem 5747, Vol 3, pg. 135).
f) “One should be expressive verbally, and if possible in action, repaying good
for good, or even further doing double fold; this is essential in Hakoras Hatov.”
(Sichos Kodesh 5741, 11 Nissan, Ois 27).
g) “In accordance with the directive of the Torah (Hora’as HaTorah), when we
receive something good, we must acknowledge the good and express gratitude.
For example: before we start learning Torah, we bless and thank Hashem for
giving us His Torah.” (Sichos Kodesh 5743, 12 Tammuz, Ois 3).
We also find that the Rebbe constantly thanked people who wished him well,
both in person and publicly at Farbrengens.
2 B’derech Agav, we find cases where one is forbidden to be Makir Tov. For
example: According to the Torah, one is forbidden to thank somebody for a loan,
as it is considered a form of “Ribis” (the biblical prohibition of interest). See
Shulchan Oruch Admur Hazaken, Chelek 5, Hilchos Ribis Vehilchos Iska, Se’if 9.
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This can be found in regards to Leah naming her son Yehuda.3
The Torah (Bereishis 29:35) tells us that when Leah gave birth to
her fourth son, she said, “This time I will thank Hashem” and therefore
she named him Yehudah. Rashi on the Posuk explains that Leah said “I
took more than my portion, now it is (incumbent) upon me to express
gratitude.”4
Indeed, the Gemorah Brochos 7b tells us: R’ Yonchanan said in the
name of Rabbon Shimon Bar Yochai, “From the day that Hakodosh
Boruch Hu created his world, there was no person5 who offered thanks
3

Although we know that we don’t learn from before Matan Torah; this only
applies to Halacha, however regarding character-traits (“techunas hanefesh”) we
are allowed to learn from before Matan Torah. (Likkutei Sichos, Chelek 1, Vayetze,
pg. 65, Ois 10).
4 See other Meforshim on the Posuk, including:
Ohr Hachaim: Until now Leah got what she deserved, but this time Leah was
receiving Hashem’s great bounty (“Haflogas Toivoso Yisboraich”), therefore she
blessed Hashem for this abundant good.
Sforono: The name Yehuda incorporates both Hashem’s name and the loshon of
Hoda’ah – gratitude/thankfulness.
5 The different Meforshim (including the Rif on Ein Yakov and others), ask and
then explain the difference between Leah to those who preceded her, being that
there were certainly individuals before Leah who praised Hashem on account of
some benefit they received (see for example, Bereishis 24:27), and why specifically
R’ Shimon said that “there was not one person who thanked Hashem before Leah.”
The Rif (on Ein Yakov Brochos 7b), says that “Hoda’ah ‘Beferush’ – ‘Explicit’
thanks is only written by Leah.”
Leah explicitly expressed her thanks, more than others before her, (who may
have also expressed their gratitude, but not in such an explicit manner).
The Rashba (on Ein Yakov Brochos 7b, also quoted in the Eitz Yosef), quotes the
Moshol of the Kohen and the granary, and explains: Leah was the first to realize
that Hashem had given her something more than expected; what was supposed to
have gone to others (i.e. the fourth Shevet), was taken from them, and given to her.
This is considered receiving an abundance of Chesed (“Kabolas Ribuy Chesed“),
and her immense gratitude came as a result of this. See Artscroll Brochos 7b1,
footnote 10.
Be’er HaTorah, Parshas Bo, pg. 132-133 (quoted in Artscroll Midrash Rabbah
Rabba Bereishis 71:4, (29:35), 41, Insight B - True Gratitude) explains: Although the
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to the Holy One Blessed Is He, until Leah came and thanked Him, as it is
stated, ‘This time I will thank Hashem.’ ”
Regarding the Gemora, Rashi explains: that Leah (and the other
Imahos) knew through Ruach Hokodesh that Yaakov would have
twelve sons with his four wives, (the assumption being that each wife
would have three sons). Therefore, when Leah gave birth to her fourth
son, (she named him Yehudah, and) she thus extended gratitude to
Hashem for the extra measure she received, more than the expected
share.
Rashba (that we just quoted), doesn’t directly ask why was Leah different than
those who preceded her; his explanation of the Gemorah anticipates this question
and resolves it: By bringing the Moshol of the Kohen, we see that a person’s
appreciation for what he has received, is less if he feels that he deserves it, even if
this is only so because Hashem has decreed it. Leah knew that she was destined to
bear 3 of the 12 Shevotim. When her fourth son was born, she had received a gift
that was destined for a different matriarch, and not her due. This was such a
bounty that no one before her had experienced with such clarity. Therefore her
expression of thanks was unprecedented; “This time I will thank Hashem!”
(Bereishis 29:35). The Rif on the Ein Yakov similarly says: “Even according to Rashi
who explains that she was thankful for her portion that was more than the
cheshbon (amount) that she was deserving – this we only find by Leah.”
[According to this answer, no one before Leah was “guilty” for not being as
thankful, as it was not their fault! Because they had never received such a great
gift; they had never thanked Hashem in the same manner!].
The Da’as Sofer brought in the Likkutim on the Ein Yakov, explains why Leah
was unique and different than the Avos who also offered korbonos, and praised
and thanked Hashem; since Leah was constantly thanking Hashem. It was always
on her mind, all the time!
Artscroll Midrash Rabbah Vayikra 14:2/3 (12:2), 32, Insight A – Simple
Appreciation, quotes the Ksav Sofer on Bereishis 29:35 who brings another
explanation why Leah was different to those before her: Leah was the first to thank
Hashem for childbirth that could seem to be “ordinary,” but is truly an
extraordinary gift from Hashem. [This also explains why the Chachomim (in
Gemorah Shabbos 118b) chastise one who recites Hallel every day, calling it an act
of “blasphemy”: because Hallel is praising Hashem for Yetzias Mitzraim, gives the
impression that for things that are “natural” we don’t need to thank Hashem, when
in truth everyday natural occurrences, are indeed miracles no less than Yetzias
Mitzraim! (This is inline with the conclusion of this article - that we need to
appreciate and thank Hashem for everything we have!)].
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The Midrash Rabbah [Bereishis 71:4 (29:35)]6 illustrates this
principle (that we quoted above regarding Leah) with a parable
(quoted by the Rashba on the Ein Yakov Brochos 7b):
“A Kohen once visited a granary to collect his due of Ma’aser. The
owner of the granary gave him a large amount of wheat ma’aser, yet
the Kohen did not express any gratitude. Then, another person who
had already given his Ma’aser, handed this Kohen a handful of ordinary
grain (which had already been tithed), and the Kohen thanked him. The
proprietor of the field (who had just handed the Kohen a large amount
of Ma’aser), asked the Kohen, “I gave you a whole kor and he gave you a
mere handful, yet you thanked him, but you didn’t thank me?” The
Kohen replied, “You gave me from my own portion (i.e. Ma’aser, which
must be given to a Kohen or a Levi); he gave me from his portion therefore I thanked him!”
Based on the incident of Leah, illustrated by the Moshol of the
Kohen, it would seem that one is only obligated to express his or her
gratitude for something extra that occurs to oneself. However, for
something that a person is deserving of, one would seemingly not need
to express gratitude.
Let us examine another case:
We read in the Haggadah: “Boruch Shomer Havtachoso LeYisroel,
Boruch Hu.” We thank Hashem for keeping his promise and freeing us
from Mitzraim. Why are we thanking Hashem for this if we are entitled
to this? Hashem had promised Avraham to let us out, as we say in the
next phrase “SheHakodosh Boruch Hu, Chishev Es Haketz La’asos.”
Hashem is merely keeping his promise, so why are we thankful?” R’
Yakov Kuli, (in his Hagodas Me’am Loez), explains that we are thanking

6

See also the Tanchuma who also brings this Moshol, but with slight
differences.
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Hashem for the fact that he let us out earlier.7 The exile was supposed
to be for 400 years, but Hashem let us out 190 years early (Gematria of
Ketz). This is therefore the meaning of this that Hakadosh Baruch Hu
was “Chishev the Ketz,” to let us out 190 years early.8
From these three examples we can begin to define when one may
consider oneself to be entitled:
In Leah’s case, the entitlement of the Imahos was due to the Nevauh
/ Ruach Hakodesh9 that Yakov would have 12 (sons - the) Shevotim.
Since he had four wives, it would be fair that each wife would have
three. We see it was a ‘divine entitlement’ that triggered the sense of
entitlement. Being that Hashem had set the amount, logically it would
make sense to divide it equally.10
In the case of the Kohen, we see that entitlement can be based on a
Mitzvah - i.e. when Hashem says that one is owed. For example: the
Kohanim. Hashem gives the Kohanim; Teruma, Ma’aser, Bikkurim etc,

7 This part of the answer, I found in Hagodas Me’am Loez. The rest of the
explanation (about the Gematria of keitz), which I heard from a reliable source, I
have not yet managed to find the mokor for.
8 See also Rashi, Bereishis 42:2; that Yakov Avinu used the terminology of “Redu
Shama,” as opposed to “lechu,” to hint to the 210 years (which is the Gematria of
“redu”) that the Yidden were actually enslaved.
9 According to Rashi on the Ein Yakov Brochos 7b, Leah saw through Ruach
Hakodesh that Yakov would have 12 Shevotim (and therefore the Matriarchs
figured that each of them would have 3 Shevotim). According to the Maharsha
however, it was not through Ruach Hakodesh, as Leah is not considered one of the
Prophetesses, rather Hashem put the expression in her mouth to speak of the future
(“shelo mida’as som Hashem Yisborech befiha ledaber asidois”). See also the
“Hakosev” on this Ein Yakov.
10 This assumption though, (that the 12 Shevotim should be divided equally
amongst Yakov’s 4 wives); is what the Imahos came up with themselves, based on
Torah’s values of Menschlechkeit. The matriarchs figured, that logically, to be fair
and equal, each wife should have an equal amount of sons! However, we see that
Hashem didn’t see a need for this; as we see lepoel (in actuality), Hashem had
different plans of how to portion the 12 sons amongst Yakov’s wives.
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and therefore they are “owed” that.11
In the Hagoddah’s case we see that entitlement can be based on a
divine Gezaira (decree). Hashem had said how long the time of golus
should be.
From these three examples we see that a person’s appreciation for
what he has received is lessened if he feels that he deserves it. This is
so even if this is only due to the fact that Hashem has decreed it: either
as (a) Ruach Hakodesh (Leah’s case), (b) a Mitzvah (the moshol of the
Kohen), or (c) a Divine Gezaira (the case of the Hagoddah).
(2) An example that further defines what is considered
entitled:
Do we find any evidence in the Torah where entitlement can be
defined in simple human terms; i.e. not based on a divine revelation or
mitzvah, rather simply by what people classify as necessary?
Perhaps the following can be an example:
We sit in the Sukka on Sukkos to remember the Ananay Hakovod
(Clouds of Glory) that gave us shade in the desert. Since this was not
necessary and was only an extra measure of kindness, we need to
acknowledge this.12
To explain: The Bach13 asks: “(In Dayenu) we say, “Kama Ma’alos
Tovos Lamokom Aleinu” and we list many good things that Hashem did
11 See Bava Kamma 13a, that the Kohanims’ gifts are bestowed upon them from
the “Table of the Most High” (Hashem’s table). See also Rambam, Sefer Zeroim,
Hilchos Shmita Veyovel 13:13, that “Not just the tribe of Levi alone, but anyone who
devotes their life to serve Hashem… Hashem will also be his portion and heritage,
and will provide for him, and sustain him… just like the Kohanim and Levi’im…”
12 Likkutei Sichos, Chelek 32, Parshas Emor, Sicha 3, Ois 7 (pg. 146-148). Also
quoted in Sha’arei Hamoadim Sukkos pg. 100-102.
13 On the Tur Orach Chaim Siman 625.
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for us (feeding us the Mann, the well of Miriam etc). Why do we make a
specific remembrance by the Mitzva of Sukka more than any of the
other kindnesses?” The Meforshim14 explain: “the Be’er and the Manna
were necessary, and (the Yidden) could not exist without them.
Therefore, there was no hint (of a remembrance) established for them.
However, the Ananay Hakovod15 were not as necessary. They were
only there, so it should not be too hot during the day, and too cold at
night, (i.e. to make life a little more comfortable). Therefore Sukkos
was established as a remembrance (remez) to this.”
However, regarding the other aspects of necessary16 protection17
that the cloud served; we don’t make any remembrance at all! The
zecher of Chag HaSukkos was established only for the aspect of
shade,18 which is a “kindness and extra cherishment (chesed ve’chiba
yeseira) in order to allow their journey to be without any pain at all.”19
From this example; we see that entitlement can be defined in simple
human terms, of basic human necessities, not just a
nevuah/mitzvah/gezaira. Additionally, regarding this aspect we see
that for our basic human needs that we are entitled to, we should
14

The Beis Elokim (of the Mabit) Sha’ar Hayesodos Perek 37.
In footnote 52 of the Sicha, the Rebbe refers us to Likkutei Sichos Chelek 18,
pg. 258, Ha’orah 53; that explains the aspect of Ananay Hakovod – Clouds of Honour
- refers specifically to the aspect of honour – i.e. extra not just basic necessities.
16 Even flattening the ground of the mountains and ditches, is considered
necessary; since this was for the purpose of them travelling in the Midbar, in order
for them to reach Eretz Yisroel.
17 Protection from the enemies, and killing the snakes and scorpions.
18 In footnote 54 of the Sicha, the Rebbe explains that the main aspect of shade
was not just preventative, to protect them from the sun, but rather to allow the trip
to be enjoyable.
19 The Rebbe in the Sicha continues to explain, that this explains why we don’t
need to make a Sukka with four walls and a floor and ceiling, to literally surround
us like the Ananay Hakovod; rather the minimum shiur for the walls of a Sukka is
two full walls and a partial wall: because we want to specifically remember the
shade aspect of the Sukka, not the protection aspect of the Sukka.
15
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perhaps not be obligated to thank Hashem.
(3) Veyesh Lachkor, Let’s delve a little deeper: The difference
between “Chayav” and “Tzorich:”
The word “tzarich” conveys a lesser degree of obligation than the
word “chayav.”20
In regards to Birkas Hanisim; Shulchan Oruch21 says that one is
“Chayav – obligated” to recite Birkas Hanes. However, regarding Birkas
Hagomel, Shulchan Oruch22 says “arba’a tzrichim lehodos – four people
need to show thanks”- using the loshon of “tzorich” as opposed to
“chayav.”
Perhaps we can say that there are different degrees of the obligation
to show gratitude; for a miracle there is a chiyuv-obligation23, but for
20

We see this in Avos 6:3, “One who learns from his fellow a single chapter…
must (tzorich) show him honour.” According to the Lechem Shamayim, this
passage is addressed to colleagues who study together and share insights with
each other. Although they are not obligated to honour each other as they would
towards their teachers, they are encouraged to do so as an act of piety. Our Mishna
therefore used the word “tzarich” for “must” as opposed to “chayav,” since the
former conveys a lesser degree of obligation than the latter.
However if he learned an entire Mesechta from a fellow, not just a single
chapter, he is obligated (chayav) to treat that fellow as a teacher. (See also Midrash
Shmuel).
[Quoted in Pirkei Avot, Ethics of the Fathers, Kehot Publication Society edition
2014, (compiled by Rabbi Yosef Marcus), page 197].
21 Shulchan Oruch Admur Hazoken, Luach Birkas Hanehenin, 12:1 – “A Yochid to
whom a miracle occured to in a certain place; when he sees that place, he is chayav
to make a Brocho…”
22 Shulchan Oruch Admur Hazoken, Luach Birkas Hanehenin, 12:8 – “There are
four people who need (tzorich) to show thanks and bench Birkas Hagomel…”
23 See the loshon of the Mechaber in Shulchan Oruch, 218, Hilchos Birkas
Hanisim, where in certain cases (for example se’ifim: 1,2,4,7,8 & 9) he uses just the
loshon (expression) of “mevorech – he makes the brocho” or “aino mevorech – he
doesn’t make the brocho” [but not “chayav levorech” or “aino chayav levorech,”].
Whereas in other cases (for example Se’ifim: 5 & 6) he uses a loshon of “tzorich”,
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Gomel – there is a tzorech-need, but not necessarily a chiyuvobligation.
(4) Within Brochos of Gratitude: there is a difference between
Birkas Hashevach24 and Birkas Hoda’ah:
The Piskei Teshuvos25 explains, that unlike Birkas Hashevach26 that
is obligatory, Birkas Hoda’ah27 is a Birkas Reshus (voluntary)28. One
does not transgress if he did not recite the Brocho, even though there is
a Mitzvah29 to recite it. Birkas Hoda’ah is reshus because it was
established in place of the Korbon Todah.30 The Korban Todah was
reshus (voluntary) and not chova (obligatory), as it expresses the
simchas halev (heartfelt joy) and hargoshas hanefesh (soulful feelings)
of thanks to Hashem. Being that simchas hanefesh is different for every
person it can’t be chova.
Therefore we find many Poskim and many stories of Gedolei
which again may imply that it is a need, but not as strong of an obligation as the
cases where he instructs “mevorech.”
24 Birkas Hashevach also include an aspect of Ho’da’ah in them, as is implied in
the Poskim. (Piskei Teshuvos Chelek 2, Siman 218, Birkas Hashevach Veha’hoda’ah,
pg. 855, footnote 1).
25 Chelek 2, Siman 218, Birkas Hashevach Veha’hoda’ah, pgs. 855, 856, and 869.
26 Including: Birkas Hashachar, Hamapil, Birkas Hanisim, Dayan Ha’emes, and
the other Birkas Hore’iya (for seeing rivers, trees, sun, lightning, thunder, strange
creations etc).
27 Including: (a) Birkas Hagomel, (b) Shehechiyanu, (c) Hotov Vehametiv (for
good news, fruits, vessels, new clothes etc), (d) Shehechiyanu (e) Mechaye
Hamaisim (for seeing one’s friend after a long time).
28 Besides for the Shehechiyanu which is time bound, (for example for Yomim
Tovim): which is a chiyuv - obligatory as stated in Elya Rabbah beginning of
Siman 225.
29 See the Poskim, including the Mishna Berura in Siman 219, Seif 4, in the Biur
Halacha D”H Ve’ain, quoting the Elya Rabbah: “Ro’uy shelo levatla – it is
appropriate not to nullify it.”
30 And the fact that we find in many places that the Korbon Toda is a Chiyuv: is
because once a person vowed to bring a Toda, it then becomes a chova!
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Hadoros who were lenient with it, and did not recite it when there
were reasons perhaps not to. There are also cases when women and
children aren’t obligated to recite Birkas Hoda’ah, unlike Birkas
Hashevach. Additionally, since Birkas Hoda’ah is not a chiyuv, it is like
Birkas Hanehenin. Therefore, you can’t be motzie somebody else,
(since he is not chayav), whereas for Birkas Hashevach you can.
The Piskei Teshuvos31 concludes that although Birkas Hagomel is
reshus, the fact that many people are lenient with it is improper. Being
that it is a din in Gemora and learnt out from Pesukim, it is understood
that certainly one should not be lenient with it.32
(5) Examples that show that we must thank Hashem even for
things that are “necessary” and an explanation based on
Chassidus:
From the above examples, it seems that we are only obligated to
show thanks for something extra that we are not entitled to. This is
difficult to understand, being that we find examples of those who were
Makir Tov even for things that they were entitled to.33 Also, in many
places in Torah and Chazal34 we extol the virtue of showing gratitude,
both for things that are considered “luxury” and “necessity”?

31

On page 869.
Birkas Habayis, Sha’ar 27, Seif 19.
33 For example: We say Birkas Hamazon even when we are not satisfied.
(Brochos 20b, Mesechta Kallah Pesichta Perek 4). [Although from the Gemorah
Brochos 20b, it seems that this is “an extra (Chumra) that Bnei Yisroel accepted
upon themselves to bentch when we are not satisfied, and therefore Hashem shows
us favour…” which again proves our point that we are not obligated to thank
Hashem for something extra, still; since in actuality we do bentch even when we
are not required to do so, this shows that we should show gratitude even when we
are not required to do so!].
34 See the Sichos that we quoted in footnote 2, as well as many other quotes and
examples from Chazal.
32
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Even regarding Leah, the Meforshim35 on the Ein Yakov explain how
Leah was different than those who preceded her. The name she called
her son - Yehudah, shows how she thanked Hashem constantly. Leah
always expressed her gratitude, even for things that she was seemingly
“entitled” to?
We find that the Malbim36 tells us that we need to thank Hashem for
every single breath that we take. Lichorah, breathing is a necessity.
Why then must we thank Hashem for giving us our breath? We can
answer the question by explaining that really Hashem is not obligated
to give us anything, even our breath! Therefore, if He chooses to do so,
we must thank Him. Likewise, in Tehillim (137) we thank Hashem for
many things, being that Hashem truly has no obligation to give us
whatever we have.
This is very much in line with the Shita of Chassidus. Chassidus
teaches us that we are always obligated to feel and express gratitude
for everything we have, even when we feel entitled. This is so because
in truth we are truthfully always not entitled. We must realize that
everything we have only comes from Hashem.
This realization comes about through the attitude of Bittul.37
The basis of entitlement is haughtiness, wherein a person feels that
35

The Da’as Sofer brought in the Likkutim on the Ein Yakov, quoted in a
footnote above.
36 Malbim on Tehillim 150:6: “...For every single breath (neshima) that we take,
we should praise Hashem for His kindness, goodness, actions and wonders; for His
mercies never cease, and His kindness never ends.” See also Midrash Rabbah
Bereishis 14:9 (2:7): “For each and every breath that a person takes he must praise
His Creator…” See the different Meforshim on this, as well as the different
footnotes quoted in Artscroll Midrash Rabbah Bereishis 14:9/10, (2:7), 82.
37 “Self-Nullification” - a term brought constantly in Chassidus. See Kuntras
Uma’ayan, Ma’amor 16, Chapter 1, which explains that arrogance is no good.
Ga’ava - Haughtiness - is source of all bad Midos/Characteristics. One must have
Bittul.
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he deserves everything. In the terminology of Chassidus, “Magia Lo- he
is deserving of it.”38 Essentially, a person feels that “Koichi Ve’otzem
Yodi – my own strength caused me success,”39 and therefore he is
entitled to everything. Instead, a person must take the approach that
everything which he has was given to him from Hashem’s kindness. He
is not deserving of anything.40 He must be truly humbled by what
Hashem has given him. Although the person must put in effort as
required, like it is stated “Yogati Umotzosi Ta’amin”41, it is ultimately
Hashem who determines his success.42 Therefore, one must devote
himself to Hashem, the benefactor of all that he has, and be happy with
what he has. This was the approach of Yaakov, who told Esav “Yesh li
38 See the Mamorim of Veyisfu Anovim from the Alter Rebbe 5562, Mitteler
Rebbe’s Ma’amorim on Nach, Rebbe Rayatz 5696/5710. These Mamorim describe a
person who feels that “Magia Lo” - he is deserving of everything. See also Sefer
Hamamorim Melukat, Chelek 2, pg. 147, and Toras Menachem, Chelek 4, pg. 121,
[quoted in Sefer Simcha Ubitochon BaHashem, (Heichel Menachem), pgs. 55-58];
regarding the need for Simcha to be based on humility: “Simcha comes
specifically when one receives a present that he is not deserving of (“aino magia
lo”)… Therefore someone who does not have humility and feels his greatness, will
not feel happy from what he receives. Firstly because he feels that he deserves it,
and furthermore if something is even slightly lacking (from this gift), this lacking
causes depression (atzvus). Specifically someone who has humility, and is bottel
(nullified)... then the simcha he has for whatever he has received is complete,
because he knows he is undeserving, and even if the gift is somewhat lacking, this
does not cause him any depression…”
39 Devorim 8:17. See also Artscroll Midrash Rabbah Bereishis, 71:5, (29:35), 51,
Insight A – Confessions of Gratitude.
40 See Sefer HaMa’amorim Kuntreisim, Chelek 2, of the Rebbe Rayatz, Ma’amor
D”H Tanya Shiva Devorim, page 782, “…This is what it means, “Mechalkel Chaim
BeChessed – He sustains the living with lovingkindness,” that the drawing forth
(Hamshacha) of life and energy (Chaim and Chayus) of the worlds and creations, is
only (from) Hashem’s Supernal Chessed (Chessed Elyon) alone… like it says, “Ki lo
yitzdak lefonecha kol chai.” The explanation is: this that the living entity is alive, is
not because he deserves it (“magia lo”), as a reward for his work, “er hot dos fardint
– he deserves it,” rather, life is only (from Hashem’s) Chessed alone, being that the
general life-force “klolus hachaim” is a revelation of (Hashem’s) Chessed Eylon...”
41 Megila 6b.
42 See Kuntras Umayan Ma’amor 17 onward for an in depth discussion regarding
this. See also Sefer HaMamorim Kuntreisim Chelek Alef, page 172.
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Kol – I have everything (that I need).” Yaakov was satisfied with what
he had. In contrast, Esav said “Yesh li Rov – I have a lot (but I really
want more).” 43 Once a person is humbled, he becomes a “kli raikon” an
empty vessel - open and ready to receive Hashem’s brochos, and now
Hashem can provide for him even more than before.44
After adopting this approach, a person will also feel truly humbled
before every person45, for why is he better than them? In the words of
Tanya46 quoting the Posuk in Parshas Vayishlach: “Kotonti Mikol
Hachasodim – I have become small from all the favours”47 – to feel
humbled before every man. Essentially, “When you realize you are
worthy of nothing, then you are happy with anything. If you think you
are worthy of everything (Magia Lo), then you’ll never be happy!”
The Rambam writes in Moreh Nevuchim:48 “The entire Bikkurim
ceremony, including the Mikre Bikkurim (the declaration recited while
bringing Bikkurim), which recalls our humble beginnings, serves to
foster humility at a time when our material prosperity might have
otherwise led us to arrogance. When he holds the basket (of fruit), he
mentions Hashem's kindness, and also the hard time he went through…
(this is) in order to guard us from the well-known bad character traits
that often occur when life goes well; becoming haughty and
43 See Bereishis 33:11, Rashi. This is in line with Pirkei Avos 3:1 “Who is
(considered) wealthy? One who is happy with his lot- Same’ach Bechelko.”
44 See Ma’amor “Lecho Omar Libi” from Sefer Hama’amorim 5696 pp. 138-144.
(This Ma’amor is also printed in Sefer Hama’amorim Kuntreisim Chelek Beis, pg.
472 onwards).
45 Pirkei Avos 4:10, See Tanya Perek 30 for further elaboration.
46 Tanya, Igeres Hakodesh, Perek 2: Kotonti.
47 Bereishis 32:11. The Sifri on Devorim 6:4 teaches us that we are to love Hashem
with all our heart as Avrohom did, with all our soul as Yitzchok (who allowed
himself to be offered at the Akeida) did, and we are to thank Him as Yakov did, for
Yakov declared (Bereishis 32:11), “I am unworthy of all the kindness and all the
truth that You have done for Your servant.”
48 Vol 3, Perek 39.
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rebellious...”
The Chachomim teach us that Hashem wanted to appoint
Chizkiyahu Hamelech as Moshiach. However, because he didn’t thank
Hashem for the miracles done to him, it was delayed.49
The Rebbe teaches us, that in order to correct this incident of
Chizkiyahu and not make the same mistake, we must recognize, thank
and praise Hashem for miracles that He does for us currently, and
publicize these miracles. Besides for this being Hakoras Hatov, this
hastens Moshiach’s coming, being that we are not repeating
Chizkiyahu’s mistake. 50
May we be Zoiche to bring the Korbon Toda once again,51 and give
the ultimate gratitude to Hashem with the imminent arrival of
Moshiach speedily in our days!

49

Sanhedrin 94a, Toras Menachem 5747, Vol 3, pg. 135.
Sicha Parshas Vayeshev 5752.
51 Which will not be nullified even when Moshiach comes. {See Midrash Rabbah
Tzav 9:7 (7:12): “In the future, all the Korbonos will be nullified, but Korbon Toda
[and other Shelomim offerings that are brought to thank and honour Hashem (Eitz
Yosef)] will not be nullified. All the Tefilos will be nullified, but the Tefila of
thanksgiving (Tehillim 100), will not be nullified.” Eshed Hanecholim explains:
since the Korbon Todah is brought to recognize Hashem’s kindness – it will not be
nullified, because (in the future) we will be constantly elevated and desire to cleave
(even more than before) to Hashem. See also Midrash Rabbah Emor 27:12 (22:29),
Pesikta Zutrasa, Vayikra 7:2}. See also Artscroll Midrash Rabbah Vayikra 9:2 (7:12),
22, Insight A – The Miracle of Nature; that explains that those who bring the Korbon
Toda have all experienced miraculous salvation cloaked in nature, and helps
remind us that even regular occurrences that seam “natural” are really all miracles
from Hashem (as we explained above regarding Leah thanking Hashem for
childbirth).
50
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The Definition of Teruah
Blowing Teruah in times of distress; Disagreement between Rambam and
Ran whether Teruah is literal; Dispute amongst Rishonim as to which
disasters require Teruah; Viewing the disputes in textual nuances in Rashi
and Tosfos

Hatomim Shmuel Yaakov Berkowitz
In the first Mishna of the tractate Ta’anis chapter 3, the Mishna
states that there are certain cases, such as when there is sudden
change in the growth of plants, (i.e. a person planted wheat and instead
thorns grew, or someone planted barley and buckwheat grew),
whereby we should do the action of ‘Teruah’ immediately being that
the obscurities in the growth of plant life is a sign of an impending
severe drought or plague.
‘Teruah’ literally means blowing or blasting. According to Rabbi
Nissim of Gerona, the RaN, and Rabbi Avraham Chiya De Boton, the
Lechem Mishna (Commentary on the Rambam’s Mishne Torah), Teruah
means physically blowing Shofros-horns. Conversely, according to
Rabbi Moshe Ben Maimon, the RaMaBM and Rabbi Yosef Caro, the Beis
Yosef (Author of the Shulchan Oruch) Teruah means shouting and
screaming, begging HaShem for rain.
As detailed throughout the first two chapters of the Mesechet, there
are various stages of restrictions that are applied, depending on the
length of time without rain. In the above Mishna, several examples are
cited. Whereby, we apply certain restrictions from the most serious
levels mentioned in the earlier chapters, being that immediate action is
required by Hashem.
There is a further dispute amongst the Rishonim in regards to which
restrictions are applied in the above example. The Ran explains that
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although the Mishna only mentions Teruah, we extend and apply all the
stringencies of the latter set of fasts. For example, locking up the
bathhouses and shops and refraining from eating, anointing, wearing
leather shoes etc. The Rambam on the other hand, is of the opinion that
the wording of the Mishna is precise, and it is only the added
stringency of Teruah that is applied at this time, and no other
restrictions.
Perhaps it can be suggested that these different disputes hinge on a
textual nuance of Rashi and Tosfos in our Gemara and are linked
together.
Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki, RaSHI comments that if any of these absurd
growths occur, we should blast Shofros immediately as well as apply
“”כל חומר- “Every stringency” of last fasts to this calamity (in other
words, we apply the third and most stringent level of restrictions). As
mentioned, this is the opinion of the Ran, whereby within the word
Teruah is included all the stringencies associated with that level1.
On the other hand, Tosfos explains that if such cases were to arise in
the first set of fasts, we should shout and scream immediately and
1There is to ask though how Rashi and the Ran can extend the word Teruah to
include other restrictions when omitted from the Mishna.
We can propose that Rashi (and the Ran) is hinting to us that he holds that
blowing the Shofar is the main action we must do when we fast. Shofar was the
only example Rashi brought when discussing the Halachic ramifications when we
experience a change in growth, albeit the fact that he believes we should
accompany blowing Shofar with the rest of the prohibitions. We can conclude
from this that Rashi believes the main thing in the equation of fasting and the
prohibitions accompanied by fasting is the conscious action, the doing of Teruah.
Regarding the rest of the stringencies which Rashi doesn’t mention, they are all
about refraining from something, i.e.: DON’T bathe, DON’T have marital relations.
All these prohibitions don’t require a direct action, if you were to sit on the couch
all day, you would be fulfilling those prohibitions. However, we can suggest that
the reason why Rashi only mentions Teruah is because he is fond of doing. Rashi
was possibly emphasising that what we care about in fasting and what will
achieve HaShem’s mercy, is our conscious actions and our doing.
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apply “”חומר- “The stringency” of the latter set of fasts to the former.
Tosfos seemingly connotes that the only prohibition we apply to a
sudden change in produce is Teruah.
Perhaps it can be further suggested that the dispute of the Ran and
the Rambam, regarding whether we apply all the stringencies of the 3
stage or not, is parallel to the dispute of the Ran and Rambam’s
definition of Teruah. To recap: The Ran who holds that Teruah is
sounding trumpets leans towards Rashi’s opinion - that if any of the
extreme growth cases occur, we apply all the stringencies. Conversely,
the Rambam who holds that Teruah is praying to HaShem, clings to
Tosfos’s opinion on the Mishna that we only do Teruah if these cases
happen.
rd

The Ran who says that Teruah is blowing the Shofar, and goes with
Rashi who says that we apply all the prohibitions of the final stage of
fasting, calculates that the effort of Teruah. Since it’s just blowing
trumpets which is quite ordinary, it is insufficient and we need to do
more to feel the pain of the drought and beseech mercy from HaShem.
Therefore, the Ran who holds we require more stringencies on top of
this small action of sounding the trumpets follows Rashi’s view that we
do “”כל חומר-All the stringencies.
However, the Rambam who holds that Teruah is screaming out, and
follows Tosfos’s opinion that we only apply Teruah; since it’s difficult
and requires strenuous effort, we only need to do Teruah as it suffices
for us to feel the pain and express our concern for our strange
circumstances. Therefore, since the Rambam holds that of crying and
shouting unweighs Teruah defined by the Ran (blowing), it is sufficient
to just cry out and there is no need to do more stringencies; just “”חומרThe stringency of Teruah.
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Wishing you a Shana Tova in Limud Hachassidus and Darchei
Hachassidus, you should be written and sealed for a new year of
learning Chassidus and living Chassidus!
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